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Arzopa G1 GAME 15.6" 144Hz portable monitor
Are you a fan of games? Do you want to experience the best gaming experience anywhere and anytime? Arzopa's portable monitor can
make it possible for you! It stands out with a refresh rate of 144Hz and a 1080P display that provides excellent image quality. What's
more, it shows great compatibility with many devices including PS4/5 or Xbox consoles. It is also very thin and lightweight, so you can
easily take it with you on any trip. 
 
Excellent quality
The  Arzopa  G1  GAME  portable  monitor  has  been  created  with  the  utmost  care  to  give  you  the  best  gaming  experience  possible.  To
ensure  that  your  gameplay  is  always  smooth,  it  features  a  refresh  rate  of  144 Hz.  It  also  guarantees  excellent  image quality,  as  it  is
equipped with a high-resolution 1080 P display. What's more, the 178° wide-angle IPS panel maintains unique colors and contrasts. In
addition,  it  will  effectively reduce the damage caused by blue light  radiation,  protecting the eyes during long gaming.  It  won't  flicker,
either. With Arzop, your gaming experience will be at the highest level!
 
Comfort of use
The G1 Game Arzopa was created with comfort in mind, so it is ultra-thin (its thickness is only 0.3 inches) and lightweight. This makes it
easy to take it with you on any trip. In addition, it has built-in dual speakers, with which you can enjoy powerful and clear sound. What's
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more, it's also equipped with a 3.5mm audio input. You also don't have to worry about whether there will be access to an outlet at your
location, as the Arzopa monitor doesn't need to be connected to a power supply - all you need is a signal cable! Enjoy the convenience of
use, no matter where you are! 
 
Wide compatibility
The Arzopa monitor demonstrates wide compatibility with many devices. It will work well with most laptops, PCs, smartphones and any
gaming device like PS4/5, Xobx or Switch. What's more, it will provide convenience as it is equipped with mini HDMI ports and two USB-C
ports. With Arzop, you don't have to limit yourself anymore!
 
Convenient operation
The G1 Game is not only a practical device, it is also convenient to use. The monitor allows you to display the image equally vertically
and horizontally, so you can use it the way you like it best. What's more, its housing exhibits scratch resistance. This makes it safe for
you to use it anywhere! 
 
Included 
Arzopa portable monitor
USB-C to USB-C cable
Mini HDMI to HDMI cable 
USB-C to USB-A cable
screen cleaning cloth 
user manual
	Manufacturer
	Arzopa
	Model
	G1 GAME
	Screen diagonal
	15,6" (16:9)
	Matrix
	IPS
	Resolution
	1920 x 1080
	Viewing angle
	Vertical: 85°/85° Min Horizontal: 85°/85° Min
	Refresh rate
	144 Hz
	Contrast ratio
	1000:1
	Color temperature
	6800K
	Brightness
	300 cd/m2
	Color gamut
	72%
	Display color 
	16.7M
	Bracket material
	Aluminum alloy
	Input ports
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	Mini HDMI (video signal), 2x USB-C (video transfer, power)
	Output ports
	3.5mm headphone jack
	Speaker
	Built-in dual speakers (1W x2)

Preço:

€ 190.99

Acessórios para computadores, Other
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